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Afterward
fiction 
Michael Blekhman

Shall I stay?

No, it’s time to go.

To keep going and thinking: Who was that ever-living fool—immortal as 

stupidity itself?

My poor back is all in pain. My feet can hardly carry me—the shoes hurt 

them terribly.

I will sit for a while on our bench. Some time has passed for us, and now 

there are twice as few of us here than in those old times. Well, I can be proud of 

my arithmetic skills. Good for you, old girl! Two divided by two makes one 

man and one woman. There is he, and there is me, but anyway, it’s just twice as 

less than in the beginning.

The dark flabby cheeks of the midnight sky are spangled with dull, 

sometimes pink-pimpled spots. This sky reflects our ever-full lake—the 

bottomless pond of hard, dry words we toss at each other.

I will stay. It would be useless and senseless to leave this bench though 

too old to remain comfortable, this lake, too old to remain warm. The lake keeps 

millions of cold cinders, which, God knows when, used to be hot coals.

All right, I know but well that I won’t stay here. I will get up and go—to 

get back to our four walls beaten with peas of mutual reproaches and insults, to 

the broken pots of rankling wounds of accusations, to the poisonous crocks of 

prickly irony. Fortunately or unfortunately, making a fortune happened to be 

easier than expected, but it’s good we don’t keep hens: it would be sad to see 

them refuse picking this easily made fortune of gold mites thrown all over the 

place—in the yard, by the lake, in the castle.

 I have to leave here again; I must move my sick feet put in the cold shoes 
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over the old rough staircase, which looks like white halvah that has grown hard and rough 

since my childhood ended. The hard halvah of staircase—did I really manage to run up and 

down?

There was a time when, expecting my admiration and gratitude, he flew up, higher than 

any bird could fly—but it’s impossible to even notice me from up there, to say nothing of seeing 

my face. So is there a reason to admire and thank?

It’s up to me to fly too; I have the right. Maybe, from up there, I would not notice the 

everlasting details? Well, no: the sky is occupied; it’s too small for two—all we can do there is 

cross the ways. Besides, the fortune consists of too many details and still new, and new ones are 

coming.

— Where are you?

Who has asked that—me or him? Not even asked: it’s not a question anymore. Long, 

long ago it was anger, which became indifference; and now, it’s a tired yawn.

If it’s not clear who, then it’s both?

— Do you need ages to get ready?

Who said that—me or him? The ways won’t even cross.

— Where are you?

That’s the key question. Just like the key that didn’t fit in the lock separating us, the lock 

between him and me. Like the castle where we never fit after the two were divided into two 

halves.

I ask myself about it a thousand times a day. I turn it in my mind; I keep turning it like a 

key in the keyhole of the lock that locked us up long ago in the huge cramped palace.

I look in the mirror—to make sure I am still there, to find myself—because that’s the 

only place left where I can be found. There is no other place for me. Outside the mirror, is that 

myself?

— Are you coming? All the people are here, waiting for you.

Are they sure it’s me they are waiting for? Do they know my name? Do they remember 

what my name used to be?

Someone else asks me a much simpler question:

— Will you kindly permit me to announce your entry?

Of course I will, how can I refuse? Of course I will soon appear; it won’t be long. And in 

exchange, will anybody help me understand where I am? And why did I disappear? And when 

did it happen?

Is it really me in the looking glass? No. I am looking for myself in there—and fail to find.
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I keep looking, but it’s not me. Not even there.

In the yard, under the window, there is a half-broken cart that used to be a ceremonial 

carriage. A basin of the same leftover pumpkin gruel is near the same bearded coachman, 

sleeping as usual. The six snippy, narrow-tailed horses must be wandering around somewhere. 

The servants—dressed in liveries colored like rain that had whipped our shrubs, old and 

shabby like all my useless pleas—must be snoring in their room. Sleeping are all those who 

chose to remain in my childhood instead of joining me. All of them are sleeping as though they 

had never kept awake. As though they all had simply been invented by that fool—immortal as 

stupidity itself.

Everything and everyone are where they are supposed to be; this might calm me down.

All I need to become happy is to find myself out. Did I keep existing after my childhood 

came to an end and everyone I had in it went away and fell asleep?

My back is sick after sitting on the hard bench, and after all the draughts, I can’t escape 

in the palace.

All right, I will enter: they are all there—except those who chose to go away and fall 

asleep.

I open the door and enter the hall. His former Majesty is on the throne. Her former 

Majesty, which is me, sits down by his side. He looks at me and thinks the same that I do, I am 

sure he does: there is nothing majestic in former majesty. Nobody ever noticed that the majesty 

disappeared for each of us, and isn’t that more important than anything else?

No, it is not. What really matters is my pair of shoes, the most unbearable of all the details. The 

shoes make me hate my feet even stronger than I hate my always-hurting back. I am supposed 

to put them on as soon as I wake in the morning and have them on the whole day. This will 

make great and irresistible the charm that comes from me and the admiration of those around. I 

am supposed to fly like a little bird and irradiate refreshing innocence; I must peal like a little 

silver bell when I am respectfully addressed and blush as a genuine sancta simplicitas. The 

guests must serve me just as I am supposed to serve them. Her Majesty serves her people. She 

is an unattainable and thus attractive example, an embodiment of an unrealistic—though once 

attained and thus tempting—dream. 

 I am supposed to appear before my people in my already small, somewhat washed-out 

dress and in these hideous, unmanageable shoes. During each triumphant (they are all 

triumphant, that’s my duty) entry, I must mischievously snap my little fingers, like a tiny coal 

had cracked in the fireplace: unnoticed by my people, the coal has become cinder. Then I must 

become ashamed of my own mischievousness, blush, and look down humbly.
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OK, I will snap, blush, and look down. Let me raise my dress up to the ankles to mount the 

throne so that everyone would smile and melt with admiration and tell each other, ‘Yes, that’s she, 

always necessary and still immortal. And those are her little feet, wearing the same immortal, 

indispensable shoes’.

The ritual works like the palace clock, which always chimes and always in the wrong time. 

And since God knows when, in the wrong way—as though beating me rather than simply chiming.

So let my feet remain little in the eyes of my people, and let the people never hear my feet 

buzzing with unbearable pain.

My people are sure that this woman is me.

That it’s me mounting the throne, stretching my hand out for a royal kiss, blushing, and 

ringing like a silver bell.

They don’t notice the pumpkins under my window? Well, let it be the way it is. They are 

lucky not to notice what has lost its importance—just as I don’t notice myself in the mirror.

Let my feet always remain little, and let the shoes I hate remain little too.

And let me never know the name of the fool, immortal as stupidity itself, who basted up 

those shoes and made the old ill-natured fairy put them on my feet.

These cold and slippery shoes that feel like frogs.

These fairy-tale shoes.

These little crystal shoes.
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